This paper is a sequel to [3] and it contains, among other things, proofs of the results announced in the last section of that paper.
We will be concerned in this section with the construction of minimal A-degrees for various pointclasses r.
The basic technique for achieving this is forcing with perfect binary splitting trees. As is well known, the origins of this idea go back to Spector's construction of minimal Turing degrees and, in a context closer to ours, to the Gandy-Sacks construction of minimal hyperdegrees [2].
To see what is the motivation for the use of this notion of forcing, let us start by analyzing a little closer the concept of the A-reducibility a <? j3. (ii) for each A c w x 2w in J, the relation P(n) < {a: A(n, a)} is meager, is in J.
We shall give several examples of such Spector pointclasses in the sequel. For the moment we prove the following lemma. Finally, we discuss conditions under which property (C) (the definability of forcing) is satisfied. We try to use a method analogous to that of ?5 in [3] , whose key ingredient is the use of the Game Formula 3.3.1 of [3] . The new problem that arises is that the notion of forcing P(A) is F-coded but not necessarily A-coded. This difficulty is overcome by the use of reflection arguments. These apply only to the so-called reflecting Spector pointclasses, among which we find most of the interesting D-generated Spector pointclasses, except for a couple of exceptions which sometimes can be handled separately (as for example F =1 1 -see below). Let us first define this notion. 
3S E J(D)(S c T A S is perfect binary splitting A {a E 2w: A(hs(a), n)} is comeager).

By Theorem 5.3. 1(ii) of [3] this last expression is equivalent to R(n, D) for some relation R in F. So by reflection, if (1) holds, there is E E 4 such that R(n, E) i.e. 3S E J(E)(S c T A S is perfect binary splitting A {a E 2w: A(hs(a), n)} is comeager), therefore if (1) holds then (2) holds, where (2) * 3S E P(4)(S c T A {a E 2w: A(hs(a), n)} is comeager).
Now applying an (obvious) strengthening of Theorem 5.3.1(vi) of [3], i.e. that every comeager r set contains a 4 coded perfect subset, we see that in turn, if (2) holds there is To c T in P(4) with [To] c {j: A(j3, n)}, in which case clearly d PERFECT TREES AND MINIMAL A-DEGREES
(1) holds. Thus 3To ' TVT1 ' To * . A(lim TI, n) -: 3 S E A(S is a perfect binary tree A S c T A {a E 2w: A(hs(a), n)} is comeager) and by [3, Theorem 5.3.1(ii)]
this last expression is in r so we are done. U
We have now the following immediate corollary.
COROLLARY. (i) Let n ? 2 and assume Determinacy(T'-1).
Then Since k is carried through as a parameter, we will not indicate it explicitly from now on. Also let t, u vary below over finite sequences from cv and S over perfect binary splitting trees, not necessarily in z1. For such an S and every t E S we let S, = {u E S: u is compatible with t}.
We define now a monotone operator 0 on the set of all pairs (u, S) as follows Harrington pointed out to us that the technique used there could be also applied to forcing with A1,+1-pointed perfect binary splitting trees in I({di}), for certain sequences {di}, to show the existence of minimal strict upper bounds for them. We give below a somewhat more general result, which shows that one can find (a continuum of) minimal strict upper bounds for sequences of A-degrees which are not too "far apart", when r is D-generated and reflecting, thereby strengthening Theorem 1.14. 
DEFINITION
